This week it seems there hasn't been as much movement as previous weeks, but let's see what next week brings.

Well Metricooler, I’m signing off for this week… until next Sunday.

In the end, we are talking about other people's content…

With the rise of YouTube Shorts, the network has been responsible for prioritizing by

BeReal adds messaging feature RealChat

Ah, but YouTube had stories! Yes, since 2017 and now they go with more sorrow than

That's right, the video platform is removing stories from its options.

Today, I come with the news that they will remove one of their most contradictory

Last week YouTube announced that Communities would be available to all users without

Which is always good, right?

But no drama because that means something better will come along in social media,

Head “This is the end, my only friend…”

In the open on Twitter

YouTube says bye-bye to stories

YouTube already had it clear: remove the requirements of the Community tab, and give

Ah, but YouTube had stories! Yes, since 2017 and now they go with more sorrow than

That's right, the video platform is removing stories from its options.

IT’s a way to create hype for users to buy this subscription?

This “Subscription Tweets” tab is blocked, since this is exclusive content the user has.

That is, those users who has a Superfollow option will have a specific tab for this.

And the first news is coming in.

We already warned that Elon Musk was going to give prominence to videos on Twitter,

Yet, once again, the social networks are surprising us all…

Before we say goodbye, I am ending with a little bit of SPAM… but I am super excited to

By leaving a note on the content.

From now on, contributors with an impact 10 or higher will be able to leave a note on an

Shared is totally secure.

Elon Musk’s social network continues to work on ensuring that the information being

Notice the new tab?

As a quick example, take a look at this screenshot from Elon Musk’s profile. Do you

That is, those users who has a Superfollow option will have a specific tab for this.

Ah, but YouTube had stories! Yes, since 2017 and now they go with more sorrow than

That's right, the video platform is removing stories from its options.

YouTube has always been a video platform, and this change in approach has

In addition, if you want to continue watching the video, Twitter offers a mini-player at the

First of all, they added new playback speeds, from 0.25x to 2x.

These options are already available… but that’s not all.
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These are notes that you can leave in the Metricool planner as a reminder to include a

link, write another version of a post, or to leave a note for a teammate or client.

As a reminder, you can announce our new feature: Metricool Notes.

In the upcoming week, we have various things coming.

Twitter tests notes in images

In the open on Twitter

Twitter adds messaging features like Facebook

With the latter I have some doubts… will you be able to download any video? Is this only

These are the paid subscriptions that you probably already know about. But now, with the

Are you ready to try these new options on Twitter?

These are notes that you can leave in the Metricool planner as a reminder to include a

link, write another version of a post, or to leave a note for a teammate or client.

As a reminder, you can announce our new feature: Metricool Notes.